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It was the Guardsmen of the Crown 
r/ho scaled the heights of Tumbled w:r., 
And fought that night a bloody fig?.;. 
To see victory by dawn’s first 
From crag to crag amongst the rock 
They skirmished on, numbed by shook. 
Through shell and mortar fire they rrvwi, 
Till at lest the ground they’d proved, 
port Stanley lay there - just aheoc, 
.-s they began to count their dead. 
3ut where the glory, where the pride 
Of those eight brave men who died? 
They who made that lonely sacrifice 
And through each death paid the total price. 
In their final heroic act
Fid surely speed the warring armies pact. 
Each one who there his life laid down, 
Saved countless others from their own, unknown. 
So those of you who live to talk, 
Let your pride hover, as does the hawk, 
And never let men these acts forget, 
Nor the memory of our dead neglect., 
But once returned across this vast sea
Remember then just what it was to be - 
”A SCnTS GUARDSMAN”
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Soft now the wind blows
on Tumbledown Mountain.

Sad mothers and lovers
weep dreams for the brave.

Gibson.

"the

Play the pipes softly 
where young heroes lie.

Softly as snow falls 
Each dream on the mountain, 
Faithful as prayer’neath the 
clean Southern sky,
And the high clouds of Heaven 
arch over the Islands.

They lie there at peace now, 
Old foes on the mountain.

Lonely the bird’s cry o’er the field 
of the slain.
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THE LONG MARCH IS OVER 
from Goose Greenatod SAN Carlos. 
When the rain and the sleet tore 
like wolves through the herd. 
No more call us Argie or Brit, 
We were soldiers, 
Vanquished and victor are too easy said.
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A land of hale wind snow and sleet, 
covered in rock moss sand- and peat. 
A quiet bleek and lonely land, 
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In Flanders FieldsMEMORANDUM

John McCraeFrom: Sj lor Chaplain

To:

t

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw 
The torch; be yours to hold it high. 
If ye break faith with us who die

We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 
In Flanders fields.

In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly 
Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 
Loved and were loved, and now we lie

In Flanders fields.
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